I.  Fill in (34 points)
Atticus calls his one witness, 1.) _____________, to testify. Tom asserts his 2.) _____________, explaining that Mayella had made advances toward him. He denies having raped her and states that he tried to resist her advances without being “ugly to her.” Tom explains that he ran because he was 3.) ______________. The prosecuting attorney badgers Tom who makes the mistake of saying that he tried to help Mayella because he felt 4.) _____________ for her. 5.) _____________ begins to sob and 6.) _____________ takes him from the courtroom. He tells her that the prosecutor’s abusive treatment of Tom made him sick. To settle Dill’s stomach, 7.) _____________ gives Dill a sip of his 8.) _____________, hidden in a paper sack. Discovering it is only 9.) _____________, the children learn that Mr. Raymond only 10.) _____________ to be a “drunk” so he can give people a 11.) _____________ for his choice of lifestyle. When Scout and Dill return to the courtroom, Jem is still certain Atticus will 12.) _____________ the case. Atticus concludes his eloquent closing remarks by stating that, in reality, there is only one place where men are truly 13.) _____________ - in the courts, the great leveler. Atticus pleads for the jury to do their “duty,” to restore Tom Robinson to his family. The children see 14.) _____________ walking up the aisle of the courtroom. Scout’s learning experiences continue as she discerns that Mayella Ewell is as sad as a 15.) “______________” and lonelier than even 16.) _____________ who has been “locked up” for twenty-five years. Dill tries to make Scout understand that Tom, who she says is “just a Negro,” is a person and that no person deserves to be humiliated and degraded. When she and Dill discover that Mr. Raymond is not a drunk, she also learns that 17.) _____________ are sometimes deceiving.

II.  Short Answer (15 points)
1.  According to Tom, where had Mayella’s brothers and sisters gone on the evening in question?

2.  What mistake does Tom make when Mr. Gilmer is asking him to explain why he helped Mayella?
3. Mr. Raymond tells Scout that when Dill grows up “he won’t cry about the simple hell people give other people-without even thinking. Cry about the hell white people give colored folks without even stopping to think that they’re people, too.” What is Mr. Raymond implying about the difference between children and adults? Why does a child cry about an obvious injustice that an adult can ignore?

III. True/False (6 points)

1. ________ Atticus has Tom Robinson stand up to show the court he is a thin, frail man.

2. ________ Tom makes the mistake of testifying that he felt sorry for Mayella Ewell.

3. ________ Atticus tells the court that the only place in which men are truly equal is in the courts.